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I: Introduction

I: Introduction
Background
In May 2018, the Well-being Plan was published. Since that time, the PSB Sustainable Travel Group
have been working on achieving the steps in the plan.
On the 26th February 2020, a workshop took place to review the Sustainable Travel Intervention of the
Well-being Plan. The workshop is an opportunity to review the vision, steps and actions in the Wellbeing Plan Sustainable Travel Intervention.

Invitees
The PSB Sustainable Travel Group and a range of other partners were invited to the workshop. Invitees
are listed below:




























Ceri Doyle – Newport City Homes
Emma Wakeham – Newport City Council
Gemma Burrows – Public Health Wales
Helen Fletcher – Natural Resources Wales
Jim Chappell – ECOstars Programme
Lauren Parker – Newport City Council
Leah Young – Newport City Council
Lloyd Morgan – Newport City Homes
Luke Stacey – Newport City Council
Matthew Sharp – Newport City Council
Morgan Stevens – Newport Transport
Pete Mackintosh – Newport City Council
Rebecca Wigfield – Welsh Government
Rhiannon Hardiman – Living Streets
Ryland Jones – Sustrans
Tom Porter – Public Health Wales
Gwenda Owen – Cycling UK
Phil Carver – Newport City Homes
Will Beer – Public Health Wales
Natalie Rees – Transport for Wales
Matthew Gilbert – Transport for Wales
Clare Cameron – CCR
Ceri Davies – NRW
Kate Webb – ABUHB
Steve Ward – Newport Live
Robert Mason – ABUHB
Tony Jackson – South Wales Fire and Rescue
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Workshop Programme
The workshop timetable is set out below:
Session

- Registration and Refreshments on arrival
- Introductions
- Quiz about the future

Time
9:30-10:00
10:00-10:10

- Setting the Scene
- Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015

- Newport Well-being Plan
- Sustainable Travel Intervention

10:10-10:25

- Exercise 1: Well-being plan sustainable travel steps
- What has been achieved in the first 18 months?
- Are the 3 steps still relevant?

10:25-11:25

- Are the actions still correct?
- Is there anything missing?

- Break

11:25-11:40

- Exercise 2: Interdependencies & Possible Barriers
- Are we aware of the interdependencies?
- What are the barriers to delivery?

11:40-12:30

- Exercise 3: Next Steps
- What are the next steps for the Sustainable Travel Group?
- What is the ask of the PSB?

12:30-12:55

- Close

12:55-13:00
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II: Setting the Scene

II: Setting the Scene
In this session, Emma Wakeham gave an overview of the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act
2015 and the Newport Local Well-being Plan.

Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 is
about improving the social, economic, environmental and
cultural well-being of Wales.

Well-being Goals
The Act defines seven well-being goals, which show the kind
of Wales we want to see.


A prosperous Wales



A resilient Wales



A healthier Wales



A more equal Wales



A Wales of cohesive communities



A Wales of vibrant culture and Welsh Language



A globally responsible Wales

Sustainable Development Principle
The Act sets out a “sustainable development principle” which is about how the public bodies listed in
the Act should work.



Looking to the long term: balancing short term needs with long term needs



Prevention: understanding the root causes of issues to prevent them from occurring



Taking an integrated approach: looking at the impacts on all the well-being goals, well-being
objectives and considering interdependencies.



Collaborating with others: working together on shared sustainable solutions



Involving people: involving the diversity of the population in the decisions that affect them.
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Well-being Duty
The Act places a well-being duty on public bodies listed in the Act. There are two parts to the wellbeing duty:



The individual well-being duty on public bodies;
The collective well-being duty as part of the public services boards. This is set out below:

The collective well-being duty on public services boards (PSB)
1) Each PSB must improve the economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of its area by
contributing to the achievement of the well-being goals.
2) A PSB’s contribution to the achievement of the well-being goals must include:
a) assessing the state of economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being in its area,
b) setting local objectives that are designed to maximise its contribution within its area to
achieving those goals, and
c) the taking of all reasonable steps by members of the board to meet those objectives.
Anything a PSB does under this section must be done in accordance with the sustainable development
principle.

Public Services Board
In Newport the Public Services Board includes the following members:
















Newport City Council (statutory member)
Aneurin Bevan University Health Board (statutory member)
Natural Resources Wales (statutory member)
South Wales Fire and Rescue Service (statutory member)
Gwent Police
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Probation Service
Welsh Government
Public Health Wales
Coleg Gwent
University of South Wales
Gwent Association of Voluntary Organisations
Newport Live
Registered social landlords represented by Newport City Homes
Chair, Newport Third Sector Partnership

Local Well-being Assessment
In May 2017, Newport published Community Well-being Profiles, which assess the economic, social,
environmental and cultural well-being of the area. These included local population data and
engagement responses from over 2,000 members of the public.
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Local Well-being Plan
Using the information gathered in the well-being assessment process the Public Services Board
published a Local Well-being Plan in May 2018 after a 12-week public consultation. Contained in the
plan is a set of 13 priorities. These are:
1. Improve the perceptions of Newport as a place to live, work, visit and invest;
2. Drive up skill levels for economic and social well-being;
3. Support regeneration and economic growth;
4. Provide children and young people with the best possible start in life;
5. Long and healthy lives for all;
6. Ensuring people feel safe in their communities;
7. People have access to stable homes in a sustainable supportive community;
8. People feel part of their community and have a sense of belonging;
9. Participation in sports and physical activity is important for people’s well-being;
10. Participation in arts, heritage and history is important for people’s well-being;
11. Newport has a clean and safe environment for people to use and enjoy;
12. Improve Air Quality across the city;
13. Communities are resilient to climate change;
From the 13 priorities, five cross cutting interventions were developed to maximise the contribution to
the priorities and the well-being goals. These are:






The Newport “Offer”
Strong Resilient Communities
Right Skills
Green & Safe Spaces
Sustainable Travel

Sustainable Travel Intervention
The Sustainable Travel Intervention has a vision:

Vision
Efficient, safe and accessible transport with overall low impact on the environment,
including walking and cycling, low and ultra- low emission vehicles, car sharing and
better connected public transport
And also three steps to work towards:

1. PSB to become champions of sustainable travel, leading by example and
reducing the public sector’s contribution to air pollution.
2. Create an environment where public transport, walking and cycling is prioritised.
3. Encourage the use of ultra-low emission vehicles.
Each step has a number of actions set out to achieve over agreed timescales.
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Step 1: PSB to become champions of sustainable travel, leading by example and
reducing the public sector’s contribution to air pollution. To include:
Short term (0-5 yrs)

Medium term (5-10 yrs)

Long term (10-25 yrs)

• Agree and implement a joint sustainable
travel plan for all PSB organisations to
encourage the use of public transport,
walking and cycling.
• 10% of PSB vehicle fleet to be ultra-low /
zero emissions.
• Be the voice for the local area for regional
schemes impacting on travel choices and
air quality.
• Support the implementation of the new air
quality supplementary planning guidance.
• Use technology to reduce travel for people
accessing services and travelling to work.

• Continue to implement
the joint sustainable
travel plan.
• 50% of PSB vehicle
fleet to be ultralow/zero emissions.

• Continue to
implement the joint
sustainable travel
plan.
• 100% of PSB vehicle
fleet to be ultralow/zero emissions.

Step 2: Create an environment where public transport, walking and cycling is
prioritised. To include:
Short term (0-5 yrs)

Medium term (5-10 yrs)

Long term (10-25 yrs)

• Prioritise walking and cycling infrastructure. • Continue to prioritise
walking and cycling
• Implement on street bike share across the
infrastructure.
city.
• Target active travel for the school run.
• Tackle illegal parking and prioritise walking
and cycling in highway design.
• Partner with other cities successfully
encouraging walking and cycling.

• Make Newport an
active travel friendly
city with high profile
endorsement by the
• Work with bus
PSB.
providers to implement
a low emission bus
• Develop low emission
fleet.
zones / clean air
zones.

Step 3: Encourage the use of ultra-low /zero emission vehicles. To include:
Short term (0-5 yrs)

Medium term (5-10 yrs)

• Support the installation of electric charging
points across the city to encourage the use
of electric vehicles.

• Support and encourage
the Newport taxi fleet
to move to zero (or
ultra-low) emission
taxis.
• Develop HGV / LGV
fuel economy
partnership scheme.
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III: Vision & Steps
Vision – Is the vision still relevant?
In this session, attendees were asked to review the vision and provide comments.

Vision
Efficient, safe and accessible transport with overall low impact on the environment,
including walking and cycling, low and ultra- low emission vehicles, car sharing and
better connected public transport
The following comments were received about the vision:


Walking & cycling looks like an add-on, not fundamental. People assume
motorized vehicles. Suggestion to use “Prioritizing” instead of “Including”.



“Integrated” instead of “connected” public transport



It’s currently just a re-tweaking of the status quo, not encouraging mass
change of transport choices and behaviours.



No mention of healthy or safe.



“Accessible” could be expanded upon – multiple kinds of accessibility need to
be considered.

The new proposed vision is set out in section VI of this report.

Steps – What has been achieved and what do we need to consider
for the future?
Participants were also asked to comment on:


What had been achieved so far?



What hasn’t gone so well?



What could we do in the future?

The following comments were received for each step:
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Step 1: PSB to become champions of sustainable travel, leading by example and
reducing the public sector’s contribution to air pollution
NRW has new fleet electric
vehicles. Lots going on at
Gwent level through Climate
Ready Gwent, e.g. new EV
infrastructure, public sector
fleet review. Started work on
Healthy Travel Charter
Championing of Healthy Travel
Charter approach across Gwent
region, leading to regional
agreement to introduce a
charter

Bus from rail station to new
international conference centre
(though needs signage and
timetable at bus stop)

Gwent fleet review
Air quality SPG
Haven’t achieved the buy from
all PSB members

Strategic plan in place. Take up
in terms of leading by example
Some progress towards the
is patchy. Supported
introduction of zero emissions
implementation of planning
vehicles, momentum is
guidance re AQ but impact so
building. Newport City Council
far not clear. Generally, policy
has introduced video
established but implementation conferencing and better remote
limited and poor in some cases
working

Step 2: Create an environment where public transport, walking and cycling is
prioritised
Traffic wardens are back in
Newport

Active travel programmes in a
few schools

Funding for active travel
infrastructure

On street bike hire feasibility
study completed

The introduction of civil parking
enforcement and bollards in the
city centre

Need a cohesive plan of how
active travel links to public
transport

Sustainable travel SPG

Parking enforcement

Role of PSB leaders

Think of the different ways to
promote the use of public
transport

Park and ride buses need to be
looked at

Strong leadership for
segregated travel space

Appointment of Active Travel
officer for Newport Council

15 Newport transport electric
buses

Active travel programmes in a
few school

Feasibility study for an on street
bike hire in Newport has been
completed – further feasting
now being done

Needs more NCC officer resources to help implement
prioritisation of Active Travel. Culture needs to change to see an
AT as essential, not an addition. Planning policy implementation
is also part of this

Step 3: Encourage the use of ultra-low /zero emission vehicles
Should we still encourage car
use even if ULE

Promote what we have more ULE buses

EV chargers being installed in
public car parks

Ecostars

Good moves regarding public
transport, especially buses.
However, conflict with Active
Travel infrastructure is a major
issue for encouraging private EVs
in constrained urban
environments

The PSB needs to decide
whether to prioritise filtered
permeability in the city centre
with limited access for private
motor vehicles and EVs or
consider EVs in isolation.
Doing both is not viable

Charging points
Charging points being installed
Newport transport EVS
EV buses coming soon
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IV: Interdependencies & Barriers
In this session, participants were asked to consider the interdependencies and barriers that exist from
a local, regional and national perspective. The following comments were received:

Local

Regional

National

Politics





Young people
‘champions’

Air quality

Anti-Idling Campaign

Welsh Low Carbon Plan

Schools
School Bus (LEAs)
NCH
Resourcing – Staff &
leadership

Noise
Climate emergency
Metro – Cardiff Capital City Region Deal
 Integrated ticketing
Bristol and Cardiff have
an impact locally

Socio Economic Duty

Funding
Pace & urgency
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V: Session 3: Next Steps
In the final session of the workshop, attendees were asked to consider what actions should be
considered going forward. The following comments were received linked in to each of the steps.

Step 1: PSB to become champions of sustainable travel, leading by example and
reducing the public sector’s contribution to air pollution


Implement the Gwent Charter

Step 2: Create an environment where public transport, walking and cycling is
prioritised


Use a public awareness company to promote sustainable travel



Developing a travel network



Develop an awareness raising campaign underpinned by nudge theories.



Link with local cycle campaign groups



Link to healthy and active lifestyles



NAFW – active travel

Step 3: Encourage the use of ultra-low /zero emission vehicles


Ecostars to work with Taxi providers



Link all work to Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) City Deal

All steps


Revisit measures
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VI: Covid-19 Pandemic
The Covid-19 Pandemic has delayed the progress of Well-being Plan work in Newport as partners
have worked together on the pandemic emergency. Whilst this is disappointing, the pandemic has
bought a positive impact in reducing travel, improving air quality and reducing carbon emissions,
which is an opportunity for the future.
In June, Welsh Government wrote to PSBs regarding their role in the recovery from Covid-19 and
suggested that, in the light of the pandemic, they reflect on whether the priorities in local well-being
plans still have the right focus.
The PSB Sustainable Travel Group started to meet again in July and took this opportunity to discuss
whether any further amendments needed to be made to the vision, steps and actions in light of the
pandemic.
It was agreed the following points need to be considered as well.
Point 1: In the post covid-19 operating environment, all partners should support a strategy for an
integrated transport network, which builds upon the shift in public behaviour.
Point 2: Monitor changes in the City Centre due to Covid-19 and use as lessons learnt for the way
forward in the future.
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VII: Proposed Changes
Proposed New Vision
Taking in to consideration the comments received in the workshop and at the meeting in July, a new proposed sustainable travel vision has been set out
below:

Proposed New Vision
Efficient, safe, and healthy travel, accessible to all, with overall low impact on the environment, prioritising walking,
cycling and integrated public transport and also considering car sharing and ultra-low emission vehicles.

Proposed New Steps & Actions
Again taking in to consideration the comments received in the workshop and the meeting in July it is proposed to keep the three steps in the plan as
they are, but amend the actions that are defined under each step. The new proposed actions are set out below.

Step 1: PSB to become champions of sustainable travel, leading by example and reducing the public sector’s contribution to
air pollution. To include:
Short term (0-5 years: 2018-23)

Medium term (5-10 years: 2023-28)

Long term (10-25 years: 2028-43)

• All PSB organisations to sign up to a
sustainable travel charter to demonstrate
their commitment to supporting walking,
cycling, public transport, agile working and
ultra-low emission vehicle use.

• Review progress and agree a new travel
charter for 2023-28.

• 100% of PSB vehicle fleet to be ultra-low
emissions.

• 50% of PSB vehicle fleet to be ultra-low
emissions.

• Work together to achieve the pledges and
targets set out in the travel charter.
• 10% of PSB vehicle fleet to be ultra-low
emissions.
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Step 2: Create an environment where public transport, walking and cycling is prioritised. To include:
Short term (0-5 years: 2018-23)

Medium term (5-10 years: 2023-28)

Long term (10-25 years: 2028-43)

• Develop an integrated walking, cycling and
public transport network across the city,
which builds on the shift in public behaviour
prompted by the Covid-19 pandemic.

• Continue to develop an integrated walking,
cycling and public transport network across
the city.

• Work towards Newport becoming a walking,
cycling and public transport friendly city.

• Develop and carry out a public awareness
campaign based on behaviour change
concepts to promote sustainable travel.

• Prioritise walking and cycling in highway
design.
• Continue to target active travel and anti-idling
campaigns with schools.

• Monitor the temporary measures in response
to Covid-19 across and use the learning to
plan for the future.

• Work with bus providers and regional
partners to implement ultra-low emission bus
fleet across the city.

• Realise on street bike share across the city.

• Work with Cardiff Capital City Region
Programme to investigate the possibility of
integrated ticketing.

• Target active travel for the school run and
anti-idling campaigns outside school gates.
• Tackle illegal parking throughout the city to
prioritise walking, cycling and public
transport.
• Develop supplementary planning guidance to
encourage developers to include options for
integrated sustainable travel within new
developments, and link in to the wider area.
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• Develop low emission zones or clean air
zones.

VIII: Agreement by the PSB

Step 3: Encourage the use of ultra-low emission vehicles. To include:
Short term (0-5 years: 2018-23)

Medium term (5-10 years: 2023-28)

• Support the installation of electric charging
points across the city to encourage the use of
electric vehicles.

• Develop a fuel economy partnership scheme
for taxi fleet.

• Develop HGV / LGV fuel economy partnership
scheme.
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• Support and encourage the Newport taxi fleet
to move to ultra-low emission taxis.
• Support and encourage the local businesses
to move fleet to ultra-low emission taxis.
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VIII: Agreement by the PSB
Review of the Well-being Plan
As part of the PSB Board Development Action Plan the PSB agreed to review the Well-being Plan.
The review and amendments to the Sustainable Travel Intervention will be presented to PSB for
agreement on the 8th September 2020.
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